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The Evolution of 
Care Communication

Clino Systevo



The challenges in health care 

lie clearly to hand:

• Ensure cost effectiveness 

• Simplify procedures 

• Offer comfort 

• Ensure security

Clino Systevo is the innovative 

communication and information 

system for care facilities. It sets 

new standards.
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Clino Systevo offers hospitals and 

care facilities numerous advantages:

  Effi ciency and economy

  Maximum security

  More comfort functions

  Simple integration and modernization
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Thanks to Clino Systevo our 
procedures are significantly 
more efficient. That lowers 
the costs. 
Carl Bellmann, Administration Manager

Work economically
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Clino Systevo supports the management 

of the facility:

   Simplifi es the billing and administration

   raises the profi tability of the company

 

Optimized Processes 

From communication and information 

through to documentation and billing: 

Through the intelligent use of technol-

ogy, Clino Systevo arranges all areas 

and processes more effi ciently than 

ever before

Future-proof investment

Clino Systevo consistently relies on 

open standards in order to network 

with other systems. As a result, in 

particular this involves a future-proof 

investment.

Economical Lifecycle Costs 

Open standards and standardized 

system components also mean a sig-

nifi cantly reduced number of tasks for 

Operation, Service and Maintenance. 

Easily replaceable spare parts ensure 

long-term retention of value.

Welcome Higher Revenues 

The system enables a broad range of 

added-value services at the Point of 

Care and thereby opens up additional 

sources of income. Networked with 

the Hospital Information System (HIS) 

the services offered can be billed with 

the minimum of administrative effort.

Rising number of cases with shorter and shorter hospital stays, 
indicate the need for greater relief and effi ciency.

120 %

number of cases

2000 2005 2010

100 %

80 %
length of stay
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The advantages for the nurses and the 

operators are found in a single source:

  Safe monitoring of patients and residents,

   Reliable documentation of services, presences 

and reaction times.

Intelligent Alarm Management 

Clino Systevo always forwards alarms 

with the right priority to the right 

people. By using interfaces, various 

safety facilities can be integrated, 

such as:

• Fire alarms

• Track & Trace

• Hazard management systems

• Evacuation systems

• Medical monitoring

Secure Documentation 

Networked with the Hospital Infor-

mation System (KIS), Clino Systevo 

enables access at any time to the 

Electronic Patient File: Current care 

data are input and called up directly 

at the Point of Care. In this way, they 

can be used for nursing planning 

and quality management and pro-

tected against unauthorized access.

Maximum Security

Medical monitoring: 
Clino Systevo processes the 
measured values of MySign S

MySign S is a certifi ed medical device by 
EnviteC by Honeywell distributed by 
professional resellers.
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With the new system, 
I receive only those calls 
and alarms that are meant 
for me. This ensures safety 
and calm on the ward.
Kim Stornten, Nurse
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I can operate the 
TV, radio and light 
using just one device. 
It doesn't get more 
convenient than that.

Thomas Miller, Patient

Greater comfort
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Individual range of infotainment

The System Clino Systevo makes it 

possible to equip "private" rooms and 

to offer convenient media solutions at 

the Point of Care. Services such as 

Internet and Internet Telephony (VoIP), 

IP-TV and Video on demand are inte-

grated via a Multimedia terminal.

One device for everything

The integrated Systevo Com patient 

handset is an example of the new 

comfort. The ergonomically designed 

device offers:

•  Discrete communication with 

the nursing staff

•  Convenient room control

•  Secure nurse call

Superior class of patient 
handset: Systevo Com combines 
all important functions in one 
device at the patient's bedside.

Greater convenience at the Point of Care captures 

additional potential for operators:

  New sources of income through added-value services

  Relief of the nursing staff through leaner processes

  Competitive edge in acquiring customers
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Open Standards

Through the consistent use of 

standard technology, Clino Systevo 

brings all of the required information 

together at the Point of Care.

Intelligent Networking

Existing infrastructures are used 

further and extended meaningfully. 

Without complicated conversions 

or major interventions in ongoing 

operation.

The advantage for IT and Technology:

   creates a more powerful infrastructure

   uses existing lines and media services

   enables system-wide maintenance per IP

The new system control center: 
Systevo Control makes completely 
different systems and functions

Simple Integration and Modernization
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The open IP structure 
of Clino Systevo makes 
networking easier than 
ever before. This means 
that everything fits 
together
Christian Vogt, IT Director
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